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PARTICIPATE IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

Finance can be qualified as sustainable when it takes into 
account ESG criteria (Environment, Social, Governance); it brings 
together socially responsible investment (SRI), solidarity finance 
and green finance(1). Since 2018, investors have increasingly taken 
ESG criteria into account in their analysis and investment choices. 
Covivio regularly organises road shows focusing on financial and 
ESG topics, or even exclusively ESG

Sustainable Development Director – Covivio

Sustainable finance is an important vehicle to drive the 
transition to a carbon-neutral economy that can limit 
global warming. At the European level, the Financing 

Sustainable Growth Action Plan aims to give a major boost 
to promote responsible investment through various initiatives. 

Among these, the creation of an European Taxonomy (“EU 
Taxonomy”) occupies a major place, with the objective of 

framing the market for “green” or “sustainable” financial 
products. Attentive to this initiative, Covivio is gradually taking 

into account, in its CSR reporting, the new criteria identified 
by this Taxonomy, still under development.

What compliance with the European 
“green” taxonomy?

This Taxonomy is intended to become the foundation on which 
future regulations on sustainable investment will be based, as 
well as the new European green label. While the final texts remain 
under discussion within the European bodies at this stage, Covivio 
is concerned by four “sectors” on the list defined by the Taxonomy, 
namely: construction of new buildings; renovation of existing 
buildings; individual measures and professional services; (divided 
into four sectors in the draft delegated act to differentiate 
between energy efficient equipment, electric vehicles, measuring 
and controlling the energy performance of buildings, renewable 
energies) acquisition and holding of real estate assets.

For each of these sectors, the company may declare that it 
exercises a green activity within the meaning of the Taxonomy if 
it simultaneously complies with the three conditions listed in the 
first column of the table below.

At the end of 2020, the green portion of assets held by Covivio 
was 88.1% in value (including one third for their buildings), 
and 86.3% of gross rental income. This rate, which is based on 
levels of environmental certification, contributes to expressing 
Covivio’s commitment to the climate transition, by reducing its 
own footprint and that of its assets, and by adapting its portfolio 
and its business model, in a process of permanent progress.

In accordance with its commitments, Covivio’s entire tertiary 
pipeline, i.e. €1.2 billion as of 31 December 2020, is made up of 
projects aiming for global environmental certifications (HQE, 
BREEAM, LEED) with a minimum level of “Very Good” or equivalent. 
Among the acquisitions of the year, the hotel portfolio was the 
subject of preliminary studies with a view to certification of its 
operations, while the German office portfolio already has a 
certified property percentage of 36.4%.

The subject of operating expenses is presented in detail in the 
section “Control of operating expenses” (p. 57), which details the 
measures taken to improve assets’ energy efficiency.

At this stage of the discussions, only the objectives “Mitigation” 
and “Adaptation” to climate change were covered by the 
preliminary texts. To meet the taxonomy, at least one of the six 
objectives listed in the table below must be met, without prejudice 
to the other objectives. The definition of the concept of “green” is 
based on different criteria under the Taxonomy. The table below 
shows how Covivio plans to meets these conditions.

(1) https://www.novethic.fr/actualite/finance-durable.html
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 ❚ The three conditions for compliance with the Taxonomy

Three conditions to respect Examples of Covivio actions Page Indicators monitored

L’activité doit contribuer substantiellement à l’un des six objectifs environnementaux, détaillés ci-après

1. Climate change mitigation Construction and renovation of certified buildings 
with high levels of environmental performance

European LCA specifications to make LCAs more 
comparable

Installation of high-performance equipment and 
materials (HVAC, façades, insulation, etc.)

Installation of terminals or spaces for electric 
vehicles on new projects

Reporting on environmental risks

53 Greening rate

Multi-year 
works plan

Annual reporting and target to reduce 
the fleet’s energy consumption

Carbon trajectory

58 Energy intensity

Carbon intensity

Raising tenant awareness and environmental 
certification of assets in operation

48

2. Adaptation to climate change Gradual adaptation of the portfolio through 
the delivery of buildings to the highest standards 
and energy renovation of the portfolio

53 Greening rate

Multi-year 
work plan

Monitoring of environmental risks and work 
on the resilience of assets

68 Percentage of 
sites covered

3. Sustainable use and protection of water 
and resources

Water consumption

Own site charters for certified projects

64 Water intensity

4. Protection and restoration of 
biodiversity and ecosystems

Biodiversity Charters for construction 
and operation, biodiversity mapping, etc.

91 Percentage of 
sites analysed

Area given 
biodiversity label

5. Pollution prevention and control Reporting on environmental risks

Specific procedures on construction sites 
for the treatment of pollution

91 Percentage of sites 
monitored for health 

and environmental risks

6. Transition to a circular economy Works on circular economy:

• HQE Performance programme;

• reuse of materials;

• etc.

53

63

Greening rate
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Three conditions to respect Examples of Covivio actions Page Indicators monitored

The activity must not significantly harm any of the other environmental objectives.

Comply with performance criteria 
or standards and regulations

Use of certifications and labels for buildings and/
or operations

57 Greening rate

Low-carbon construction - ACV 63 SBTi approved 
carbon trajectory

Analysis of the dimensioning of equipment/
installations

57

Compliance with recognised international 
standards for both financial and extra-financial 
aspects

138 EPRA sBPR/TCFD/GRI/
SASB

Choice of location 94

Targeted resilience studies 68

Regulatory watch 153-157

The company must respect the minimum social guarantees: compliance with the eight “fundamental conventions” of the International 
Labour Organisation.

The eight fundamental conventions 
are as follows:

The Freedom of Association and 
Protection of the Right to Organise, 
Convention no. 87, 1948

As a signatory of the Diversity Charter and the 
Global Compact, in which it has attained GC 
Advanced

(Global Compact - advanced level),

Covivio is committed to observing the eight 
fundamental conventions of the ILO and ensuring 
that its suppliers comply with them

108

153-157

Publication of an 
annual Communication 

on Progress (COP) 
on the Global 

Compact website
Right to Organise and Collective 
Bargaining, Convention no. 98, 1949

Forced Labour Convention No. 29, 1930 + 
its protocol of 2014

Abolition of Forced Labour, Convention, 
no. 105, 1957

Minimum Age, Convention, no. 138, 1973

Worst Forms of Child Labour, Convention 
no. 182, 1999

Equal Remuneration, Convention no. 100, 
1951

Discrimination (Employment and 
Occupation), Convention no. 111, 1958

  IRO - 
Chatillon
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Already 14% of Covivio’s debt 
is “green”

At the end of 2020, Covivio had already issued two Green Bonds: 
the first in May 2016, with a value of €500 million (maturity 2026 
- fixed coupon of 1.875%), and the second in September 2019 
(maturity 2031 - fixed coupon of 1.125%). The success of these issues 
rewarded Covivio’s ambitious sustainable development strategy 
across all of its activities in Europe. These two Green Bonds have 
enabled Covivio to significantly expand the circle of players that 
finance it, with great diversity at the international level.

As part of its second green issue, Covivio has chosen to modify 
its “Green Bond Framework” to make the eligibility criteria for 
green projects more readable and compatible with international 
standards. The detailed information relative to two Green Bonds 
issued by Covivio is available on its website in the section 
“Financial strategy/Debt”. In accordance with the Green Bond 
Framework, the selected projects comply with the following 
criteria:

• recent green buildings: the eligible projects are (i) projects under 
development (for which a projected delivery date has been 
communicated) or (ii) buildings in operation delivered less than 
three years prior to the date of issue; in practice, these are 
buildings under development or refurbishment;

• minimum level of certification to be achieved: HQE Very Good, 
BREEAM Very Good, LEED Gold or other equivalent standards; 
in short, the selected assets are all aiming for HQE Excellent or 
BREEAM Excellent or LEED Platinum levels;

• energy efficiency: the projects must achieve a high level of 
energy performance, characterised by a level P or TP in target 
four of the HQE standard, or other equivalent standards;

• access to public transport: the projects must be located less 
than 10 minutes away on foot from a public transport network;

• relationships with tenants: the projects must be the subject 
of an environmental annexe in France or a Memorandum of 
Understanding in Italy for new leases signed with tenants

Projects are selected and evaluated by the Green Bond 
Committee, composed of representatives of the main functions 
within the Group (Financial department, Operations Department 
(Asset and Property Management), Sustainable Development 
Department, etc.). This Committee also has to select the buildings 
intended to come within the Green Bond, when it is being formed 
or in case of the disposal of one of the assets, in accordance with 
the Green Bond Framework criteria published on Covivio’s website.

  SILEX2 - 
Lyon
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A proven performance

In addition to the checks carried out internally to ensure 
compliance with the eligibility criteria, Covivio has again called 
on Vigeo-Eiris to give a Second Party Opinion. The purpose of this 
external audit is to make sure that the Green Bond Framework 
is aligned with the Green Bond Principles of the International 
Capital Market Association. Following its work, Vigeo-Eiris 
expressed a reasonable level of assurance (the highest level 
achievable) concerning Covivio’s commitments and the potential 
contribution of its Green Bond to sustainable development, and 
more particularly to SDGs 7, 11 and 13 (p. 16-17).

As for its first green issue, Covivio undertakes to call on an 
independent third party annually to audit the correct allocation 
of funds in accordance with the principles laid down in the Green 
Bond Framework, as well as the environmental performance 
indicators. The independent third-party audit report is published 
on Covivio’s Internet site, as well as in this document on pages 
159-160. This report covers both Green Bonds. As the assets in the 
second portfolio are undergoing work, the audit of the operating 
report covered only the first portfolio.

The indicators selected for the Green Bond and audited by the 
independent third-party are aligned with the GRI Standards 
indicators and the recommendations of the Green Bond Principles 
and are separated into two main categories (2.7.1.2 of the 2020 
URD):

• reporting indicators for the portfolio: rate of coverage of 
reporting (in m2 and number of buildings), total energy 
consumption (in kWhfe), energy intensity (in kWhfe/
m2/ year), total GHG emissions (in tCO

2
e), carbon intensity 

(in kgCO
2
/ m2/ year), total water consumption (in m3), water 

intensity (m3/m2/year), distance of assets from public transport 
(accessible parts of buildings);

• reporting indicators per project: delivery date, location, 
environmental annex, total surface area of building (in m2), 
levels of certifications and labels obtained, energy efficiency 
(expressed by the energy target of the certification standard 
concerned), percentage of financing, percentage allocated to 
joint-venture assets.

   MEININGER - 
Monte Titano
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EPRA BPRs 2019 2020

Reporting scope coverage by surface area (m2) 143,503 126,014

Proportion of estimated data 0% 0%

Energy - carbon

Reporting Energy/carbon scope coverage by surface area (%) 100% 100%

Intensity (kWhfe/m2/year) Energy-Int 121 108

Intensity (kWhpe/m2/year) 258 238

Total Direct energy (Gas-Wood) Fuels-Abs 836,107 181,817

Total Indirect energy (Electricity - Networks) Elec-Abs 16,464,128 13,429,853

Generation of renewable energy Elec-Abs 153,139 135,779

Total energy consumption (in kWhfe) 17,300,235 13,611,671

Total energy (in GJ) 6.7% 6.6%

Total energy consumption (in kWhpe) 36,977,394 29,983,237

Carbon intensity (in kgCO
2
e/m2/year) GHG-Int 8.5 7.1

Water

Reporting Water scope coverage by surface area (%) 97% 100%

Water intensity (in m3/m2/year) Water-Int 0.36 0.27

Total water consumption (in m3) Water-Abs 51,017 34,573

Waste

Reporting Waste scope coverage by surface area (%) 42% 93%

Total waste (in tonnes) Waste-Abs 277 371

of which recycled, re-used or composted waste 15.3% 45%

The table below provides a summary of the eligibility criteria to which the selected assets meet under the 2016 Green Bond Framework.

Highlights concerning the first Green Bond in 2020

Following the disposal of a building from the portfolio in 2019, 
the composition of the scope has changed, with the inclusion 
of the Quai 8.2 asset located in Bordeaux. This asset, delivered 
at the end of 2019, offers attractive environmental performance, 
having obtained dual HQE (Excellent)/BREEAM (Very Good) 
certification and respecting all the criteria laid down in the 2016 
Green Bond Framework.

2016 is the baseline year for carbon emissions in addition to water 
and energy consumption for this property portfolio. As with the 
reporting for the entire portfolio (2.7.1.2 of the URD), buildings being 
developed or renovated or those that have been bought or sold 
during the year are not taken into account. Although the Green 
Bond was issued in April 2016, the reporting with respect to this 
portfolio covers the 2016 full calendar year, in order to obtain an 
accurate comparison with consumption for the following years. 
As in previous years, 100% of the consumption data was collected 
on buildings within the reporting scope defined i.e 8 buildings. 

For confidentiality reasons, especially as regards single-let 
buildings, the breakdown of consumption by building has not 
been reported in this document. However, these details were 
verified by EY as part of its assignment. Summary tables can be 
found in Section 2.7.1.2 of the URD.

Adjusted for weather and on a like-for-like basis, this data shows 
a decline in the carbon emissions ratio between 2019 and 2020, 
dropping from 7.7 to 7.1 kgCO

2
e/m2GIA/year. This decline is the 

result of a 8.6% reduction in energy consumption on a like-for-like 
basis, dropping from 119.4 to 109.1 kWhfe/m2GIA/year These two 
lower percentages are not the same as the energy mix that varies 
from one building to another. Lastly, water consumption was 
significantly down at 0.27 m3/m2GIA/year (against 0.40 in 2019). 
The table below presents the portfolio’s environmental reporting 
in 2020 (the full version is presented in 2.7.1.2 of the 2020 URD

  EDO - 
Issy-les- Moulineaux
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Summary – Compliance with the criteria

 ❚ Portfolio of assets selected for the Green Bond of April 2016

The Green Bond issued in 2019 allows the financing or refinancing of four office projects under development, including two redevelopments

Assets
Fontenay
Le Floria

Metz
Le Divo

Velizy
Hélios

Vélizy
Europe

Paris
Passy Steel

Issy les Mx
Edo

Company Covivio SCI Pompidou Metz Covivio
SCI 11 Place de

l’Europe Technical Covivio

Ownership 100% 100% 50% 50.1% 100% 100%

Delivery date 2012 2014 2014 2015 2015 2017

Surface 9,175m2 5,286m2 46,749m2 33,268m2 3,681m2 10,938m2

HQE profile 12/14 9/14 11/14 14/14 11/14 10/14

BREEAM _ _ Very Good _ _ Very Good

Amount allocated: €500 M €27 M €12 M €45 M €37 M €30 M €72 M

Amount used: €475 M at 31/12/2020 €27 M €12 M €45 M €37 M €30 M €72 M

Energy accreditation BBC BBC _ BBC BBC _

Target 4 (Energy) E or VE VE VE VE VE VE E

Environmental annexes √ √ √ √ √ √

Target 3 (Construction site) E or VE VE VE E VE VE VE

Water management √ √ √ √ √ √

Waste management √ √ √ √ √ √

Installation of a BMS √ √ √ √ √ √

Health and safety clauses √ √ √ √ √ √

Combating urban sprawl √ √ √ √ √ √

Accessibility for disabled people √ √ √ √ √ √

Accessibility to public transport (< 1km) √ √ √ √ √ √

Dialogue with tenants
and stakeholders √ √ √ √ √ √

Eco-management
(≥ 3 E or VE on 4 targets) √ √ √ √ √ √

Comfort (≥ 2 E or VE on 4 targets) √ √ √ √ √ √

Pending signature of the lease.*

 ❚ Assets selected for the Green Bond of September 2019

Building Paris - Jean Goujon Lyon - Tour Silex2 Châtillon - IRO Milan – The Sign

Surface 8,460 m2 29,900 m2 24,600 m2 25,200 m2

Delivery 2021 2021 2020 2020 (A)/2021 (B-C)

Pre-lease rate 0% 53% 37% 100% (A)/97% (B-C)

Main certification HQE Excellent HQE/BREEAM 
Excellent

HQE TB/BREEAM 
Excellent

LEED Platinum

Labels Osmoz/R2S/
Biodivercity

R2S Wiredscore/
Biodivercity

Biodivercity

Amount allocated: €500 M 182 138 74 106

Amounts used: €413 M 144.9 91.5 74 102.6
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Levallois
Thaïs

Toulouse 21
Marquette

Bordeaux
Quai 8.2 E

Montrouge
Flow

Montpellier
Orange

St-Ouen
So Pop TOTAL

Nanterre
Respiro

Nancy
O’rigin

Covivio
BGA

Transactions SCI Factor E
Avenue de la

Marne Covivio 6 rue Fructidor Covivio Covivio

100% 100% 35% 100% 100% 50% 100% 100%

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2015 2017

5,555m2 10,854m2 10,425m2 21,204m2 16,500m2 31,300m2 204,935m2 11,173m2 6,437m2

12/14 12/14 12/14
Target:

14/14
Target:

12/14
Target: HQE 2016

Excellent 12-14 average _ 12/14

Very Good Very Good _ Target: Excellent Target: Excellent Excellent Excellent

€30 M €31 M €36 M €100 M €43 M €37 M €500 M €49 M €17 M

€30 M €31 M €36 M €88 M €30 M €37 M €475 M €49 M €17 M

_ _ Effinergie E+C- BBC Effinergie+ _

VE E VE VE VE C 100% 74% VE

√ √ √ * * * √ √

VE VE VE VE VE M2 100% 86% (Waste) E

√ √ √ √ √ √ 100% √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ 100% √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ 100% √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ 100% √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ 100% √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ 100% √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ 100% √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ 100% √ √

√ √ √ √ √ M2 100% √ √

√ √ √ √ √ 3 stars 100% √ √
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